Abstract -The forecast of load till 2020 of existing and perspective transformer substations and common load of Riga is given in this paper.
INTRODUCTION
Due to continuous growth of existing loads and appearance of new load centers the 110 kV substations shall be constructed in the future in order to ensure Riga city power supplies. The corresponding land plots shall be reserved in advance for these substations. All perspective transformer substations (TS) should be switched to the common energy supply of the city. For the purpose of increasing of city overall power supply safety a construction of ring of 330 kV lines around Riga shall be created. The 330 kV ring is planned to be installed with the use of 330 kV cable lines crossing the Daugava River in the route together with the planned Riga northern route for road transport [2] .
For the development of 110 kV supply networks and the above-mentioned the connection of the planned 110 kV substations will be ensured by constructing less disturbing, but more expensive, cable lines instead of air supply lines [1] .
II. COMMON APPROACH TO TRANSFORMER SUBSTATIONS`LOAD FORECASTING
The total electrical load of the city forms different consumer groups.
For perspective forecasting the following must be taken into account:
x consumers load growing with years; x marketable power of new objects; x technical possibility to cover collateral powers and another conditions [4] . The total electrical load of the city influences a lot the total collateral power of consumers, which have accidental characteristic and indefinite information about largeness and connection terms.
All results of the calculation and data have a permissive character, because this forecasting was made in indecisiveness conditions of information. Then the load elaboration also should be forecasted correctly.
A 110 kV transformer substation mounted power with reserve will be enough to guarantee normal quality for energy supply to consumers. The total electrical load of the city can be found like:
where pils S -the total electrical load of the city in the appointed year; 
MW S pils
Considering produced theoretical forecasting, the existing and perspective transformer substations' loads from 2008 till 2020 are calculated in Table I , as an example of load growing.
In Table II the correction of results are demonstrated after reconstruction of existing transformer substations by substitution of transformer on largest power once or transformer's increase in TS.
10.2478/v10144-009-0017-z Forecasting is made for 25 existing and 28 virtual perspective 110 kV transformer substations. The perspective transformer substations can appear with irregular growing of load in different districts of city or if the load of existing transformer substations is not enough due to big load compactness in these districts. For each possible transformer substation place in the territory of Riga city and in the developed power supply system must be reserved [3] .
THE CALCULATION OF LOADS FOR PERSPECTIVE TRANSFORMER SUBSTATIONS
The maximal active electrical load of existing transformer substations can be found with the help of expression [5] :
where i -the medium grow of consumers' load per year; t 2 -the final year of calculation period (t 2 =2020); t 1 -the beginning year of load growing (t 1 =2008 or t 1 =2012 in accordance with accepted calculation variant); Pp -the marketable power of consumer; k 1 -the simultaneity coefficient of load maximum (k 1 =0.8); k 2 -the correction coefficient, which depends on marketable power of consumer and on uncertainty of connection term (k 2 = 0.7). The load of perspective transformer substations consists of marketable power Pp and load's redistribution from overloaded existing transformer substations.
As an example, the calculation of perspective transformer substations` loads in disadvantaged scenario of the economics' development: the period of recession without load growing from 2008 till 2012 and with 1.5 %-percent per year load growing by improvement of situation from 2012 till 2020. Calculation's results are in Table I and Table II. For each transformer substation calculations for all scenarios can be realized.
Considering the loads of separate transformer substations the common perspective load of Riga in 2020 is determined. The calculation's data are given in Table III and in Table IV . 
